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MyMultifeed

A clever fertilization concept
A clever fertilization concept. That just about sums up MyMultifeed. Growers who choose this concept are making 
an investment that delivers financial rewards and at the same time reduces the workload and increases flexibility 
when administering fertilizers.

Up to 10,000 litres nutrient solution
MyMultifeed is a successful fertilization concept for the A and B fertilizer tank system that has been used by a large 
number of Dutch growers for years. The required recipes for the A and B fertilizer tank are supplied in two separate 
big bags. These MyMultifeed have capacities ranging from 400 to 1,200 kilos. MyMultifeed allows growers to prepare 
a concentrated nutrient solution up to 10,000 litres in a very short time. Quickly and easily!

An optimal fertilizer mixture in four steps

1 Enter the required composition of the mixture in the user friendly MyMultifeed website. 
E-mail your recipe* from the MyMultifeed website program to your MyMultifeed dealer.

2 Haifa fills the A and B MyMultifeed according to the recipe supplied by you.

3 Haifa delivers the MyMultifeed to your company on the agreed delivery day.

4 Empty the MyMultifeed in the A and B tank and , at the same time, add water.

* You can also use the MyMultifeed website program to calculate entire nutritional plans

MyMultifeed: maximum flexibility

The MyMultifeed offers you maximum flexibility in customising the fertilizers to suit the needs of 
your crops. There are three ways to work with MyMultifeed.

1  You order the composition that is required according to the latest analysis. Corrections using solid or liquid  
fertilizers are not necessary. This is the most labour friendly method. 

2  You order several MyMultifeed each time with different ingredient compositions, so you can gain the  
maximum profit from the logistic bulk discount. It is essential to make a good estimate of the recipes required 
in the coming period.  

3  You order a larger number of MyMultifeed filled with a standard composition and correct this in the A or B tank 
using solid or liquid fertilizers. With this method you also profit from the logistic bulk discount offered by MyMultifeed. 
This however does involve slightly more labour. As well as the MyMultifeed, you must have a limited amount of solid 
or liquid single fertilizers in stock.
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Flexibility:
the fertilizer mix is produced precisely to suit the needs 
of your crops. In addition, every employee can prepare 
the mixture in the tanks.

Reliability: 
the correct volume of each fertilizer is always dosed into 
the right tank each and every time.

Labour saving:
with MyMultifeed everyone at your company can 
prepare a huge amount of nutrient solution in a short 
space of time.

Cost saving: 
you can prepare 10,000 litres of concentrated nutrient 
solution in the same time it normally takes to prepare 
1,000 litres. 

The advantages of MyMultifeed


